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(10/10) Accell USB C to USB A
Adapter
LOOK AND FEEL (10/10): While we know most of you don’t really care about the
looks of an adapter, for those of you who do, not to worry because this adapter
looks great! It is fully matte black and complements with almost any device or
computer. The USB A connection block is about the length of a thumb and wide as a
pinky. Its curved edges make it look sleek which looks ﬁtting in almost any setting.
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The adapter is made with great quality materials, and we think it is most deﬁnitely a
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durable product. The wire connections are thick and fortiﬁed enough to prevent

   



kinks, and everything is made to the right size so that all the connections are strong.
FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY (10/10): We all know and hate those cheap
adapters where the USB ports only work half the time, and the connector is not
even made to the right size so it keeps slipping out of your computer port and you
have to hold it in. Luckily this Accell adapter is not like that; everything works
absolutely great! As any adapter, this is a plug and play type design where you just
plug in one end and plug something into the other end, and you have a working
item. One of our favorite features of this adapter that others don’t have is that its
input is not only USB A, but it also includes another USB C port as well. That means
that if you plug in this adapter into a USB C port in your phone/computer, you can
plug in up to 2 devices into the adapter. This allows you to transfer ﬁles using a ﬂash
drive and still charge your phone/computer using your USB C cable at the same time
which is just awesome!
The adapter works on both phones and computers as claimed by the company and
just to be sure we tested the connectivity data transfer capabilities of the adapter.
On phones and computers (both with SSDs), we found the average read and write
speed to be about 440 MBytes per second. That’s pretty darn fast in our opinion.
This adapter worked with all devices and storage devices we tried including a 3TB
hard drive connected to a Nexus 6P and a 1GB USB connected to a MacBook.Not
only does the adapter allow for fast data transfer, but it also supports charging of
connected devices. The adapter’s length is about 7 in (17.5 cm), and it ﬁts perfectly
in a bag, purse, or even in your pocket.
Not only does the adapter allow for fast data transfer, but it also supports charging
of connected devices. For example, if you wanted to charge your phone with your
MacBook, either you have to ﬁnd a USB A to USB C wire, or you can just use this
adapter and plug in your normal wire. This adapter also works on wall wart or AC
adapter and supports fast charging speeds. So if your friend has a Nexus 6P and his
AC adapter has a USB C output connection, not to worry, just plug this adapter in
and you can get your device charging and even fast charging if the phone supports
it.

CONCLUSION (10/10): Yes, we know that an adapter is a pretty simple piece of tech
and there can’t be lots ﬂourishing and unique features in it. However, this adapter
will probably meet your needs. It supports fast data transfers, fast charging, and
even allows for a USB C and USB A device to be connected at once. Not only that,
but the adapter is quite portable and looks sleek as well. At $18.99, the price might
not be the greatest deal ever, but it’s an average price for a quality product such as
this and for a useful item that will last you a long time (if not, forever), we think a 19
dollar investment is worth it.
Pros:
– Sleek Design
– Very Durable Build (Thick Wire, Reinforced Ends)*
– Portable Design
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– Dual Input Ports (USB C and USB A)*
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– Fast Read and Write Speeds (440 MByte per second)*



– Allows for Fast Charging
Cons:
– None
* = Key Feature or Problem
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YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

★★★★✩ – iFlash
SDHC/SDXC Card USB 2.0
Adapter

★★★★★ – Schitec USB C

June 4, 2016

July 27, 2016

2.0 Braided Cable 4 Pack
(1/3/6/10ft)

★★★★★ – Eighty Plus
10000mAh USB C and
Micro USB Portable
Charger (Top Techy
Product)
August 30, 2016
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